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"Letter from Birmingham Jail" Multiple Choice

15 Questions

In his opening paragraph, King says that he rarely pauses to
answer criticisms, but he is replying to the clergymen
because

a) their actions were unwise and untimely. b) their letter shows them to be extremists.

c) he believes them to be sincere and good. d) he wants his letter to bring about change.

What is the basis for King’s argument against the idea that
he is an outsider who came to Birmingham?

a) He was born in Birmingham. b) He has organizational ties in Birmingham.

c) He has many relatives in Birmingham. d) He went to college in Birmingham.

King compares himself to early Christian prophets because
they

a) died �ghting for their cause. b) did not submit to unjust laws.

c) believed in civil disobedience. d) did not negotiate with enemies.

What does King mean in lines 37–38 when he says,
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere”?

a) All citizens are equally threatened by
justice.

b) Discrimination does not exist in rural
areas.

c) All laws are unfair and should be ignored. d) Everyone is a�ected when one person is
hurt.
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According to King, the purpose of direct nonviolent action is
to

a) end the bombings of homes and churches. b) create tension so that people have to
confront an issue.

c) halt the activities of both merchants and
consumers.

d) draw the sympathy of the religious
community and moderate whites.

King uses the evidence that other nations are gaining
political independence to argue against

a) inhumane treatment. b) violent protests.

c) waiting for freedom. d) asking for compromise.

In line 210, King alludes to Paul Tillich’s opinion that “sin is
separation” to

a) identify a supporter who strengthens his
credibility.

b) illustrate his counterargument against the
white moderate

c) strengthen his moral argument against
segregation.

d) provide an example of direct nonviolent
action.

What is a MORATORIUM?

a) Release from restraint or inhibition b) A temporary prohibition of an activity

c) A state of disorder due to lack of authority d) Concerned with practical matters

What does COGNIZANT mean?

a) Present. b) Aware.

c) Relieved. d) Understood.
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To RETALIATE means to

a) Take revenge. b) Provide clues.

c) Move back. d) Seek justice.

What is the de�nition of the underlined word?"Since we

diligently urge people to obey the Supreme Court's decision

of 1954...at �rst glance it may seem rather paradoxical for

us consciously to break laws."

a) alienation b) glittering

c) a temporary stoppage or waiting period d) self-contradictory

Why was King in Birmingham?

a) he was invited to help �ght the segregation
there

b) he lived there

c) he gave a speech there but drove over the
speed limit on his way out of town

d) he picked Birmingham as the next place to
hold a non-violent protest

Why use non-violent direct action?

a) to force people who refuse to negotiate to
confront the issue

b) because they can't a�ord weapons

c) it's easier than trying to negotiate d) to avoid speaking to the people who are
causing the problem

"Justice too long delayed is justice _________"

a) denied. b) waiting to happen.

c) soon. d) never.
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15. "the stinging dart of segregation"

a) metaphor b) simile

c) allusion d) negotation



From Why I Wrote The Crucible 
1. How does Arthur Miller provide the background and context for the political backdrop of The Crucible? 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Miller speaks of various “fears.” What are they? Why do you think his “answer to politics” begins with 
acknowleding these fears? 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How does Miller make the political personal? Do his comments change the way you think of the play? 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

































Name:_________________________________________________________ 

Level E Unit 5 Vocabulary 
 

 

_____1. a difference; lack of agreement A. altruistic  

_____2. a lack, scarcity, inadequate supply; a famine B. assent 

_____3. to express agreement C. benefactor 

_____4. marked by honor, courtesy, and courage; knightly D. chivalrous 

_____5. shy, lacking self-confidence; modest, reserved E. clemency 

_____6. one who does good to others F. dearth 

_____7. to go aboard; to make a start; to invest G. diffident 

_____8. mercy, humaneness; mildness, moderateness H. discrepancy 

_____9. easily done or attained; superficial; ready, fluent J. embark 

_____10. unselfish, concerned with the welfare of others K. facile 

_____11. causing a sharp sensation; stinging, biting A. indomitable 

_____12. to walk heavily or slowly; to work slowly B. infallible 

_____13. extremely poisonous; full of malice; spiteful C. plod  

_____14. unconquerable, refusing to yield D. pungent  

_____15. fierce and cruel; aggressive; deadly; scathingly harsh E. remiss 

_____16. rashness, boldness F. repose 

_____17. to rest; lie; place; relaxation, peace of mind G. temerity  

_____18. sincere, real, without pretense H. truculent  

_____19. free from error; absolutely dependable J. unfeigned  

_____20. neglectful in performance of one’s duty, careless K. virulent  
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